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Developing an anxiety disorder can be the source of further cognitive, behavioral, and emotional struggles, impacting the

quality of life of people experiencing such disorders and leading to a burden on health systems. Increased knowledge of

the neurobiological events leading to the development of such disorders can be crucial for diagnostic procedures, as well

as the selection and adaptation of therapeutic and preventive measures. Despite recent advances in this field, research is

still at the initial steps when it comes to understanding the specific neurofunctional processes guiding these changes in

the brains of people with an anxiety disorder. 
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1. Changes in Prefrontal Areas

The prefrontal cortex (PFC), with its adjacent functional areas, plays a crucial role in cognitive control and executive

functions, acting on decision-making processes and in continuous development throughout life . Among the different

functional subdivisions of the PFC, the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (dlPFC) seems to undergo stages of hyperactivation

during emotional suppression in decision-making events, affecting attention and working memory . Disturbances in

these areas with an intricate relationship with the limbic system will unsurprisingly impact emotional regulation and

therefore social behavior, as often reported in GAD . In these patients, the activation of the left dlPFC is increased in

comparison with controls, when participants are exposed to pleasurable (or positive emotional) stimulation , while it is

decreased during exposure to a negative emotional context .

Another highly relevant prefrontal region that experiences maladaptive neuroplastic changes found here is the

ventromedial prefrontal cortex (vmPFC). This region is well established in the literature for its role in social processing, as

its links with the limbic system, here found acting oppositionally to the AM in emotionally charged responses . In SAD,

the balance between the vmPFC and AM appears to be disrupted, leading to aberrant inhibition of social threats

processing by the latter, leading to deficits in the identification of social cues , which is another often-reported issue

experienced by this population. A clear exemplification of this circuitry adaptation can be seen when patients experiencing

GAD undertake face recognition tasks, and functional activity is disrupted in the medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC) .

These findings appear congruent in the literature, with abnormal functional activity also being reported in past reviews in

the mPFC, vlPFC and dlPFC of patients experiencing GAD .

The dlPFC, mainly, of patients has been found to have structural adaptive changes in several studies 

. Some reported an increase in GMV , others an increase in CTh on the right dlPFC , while others observed a

decrease in WMV either bilaterally  or on the left side . The vmPFC appears to also undergo structural

transformation in patients in three studies, with a decrease in both GMV and WMV . Functional connectivity was

likewise altered in the rest of the PFC of patients in another study . Other functional sites of the frontal cortex were

subjected to structural adaptations in patients with anxiety disorders, specifically the areas related to planification, such as

the supplementary motor area (SMA), where authors observed an increase in GMV , and motor execution, represented

by the precentral gyrus (M1) for which studies reported a decrease in both GMV and WMV .

Anatomical alterations occur in frontal regions involved in the modulation of the AM during emotion control, linked to

executive functions such as attention, information processing and working memory. Social and emotional processes are

impaired in patients with anxiety. Studies investigating patients post-acquired brain injury describe disorders of working

memory that seem to be significantly related to the aberrant activation of the dlPFC in the right brain hemisphere .

2. Abnormalities in the Parietal Lobe

The parietal lobe is involved in sensory processing and associative loops serving spatial orientation and perceptual events

. The precuneus (PRECUN), as well as more lateral portions of the superior parietal lobe, (i.e., posterior superior
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parietal cortex), are activated during visualization of prospective actions, introspection and self-reflection and risk

avoidance behavior, assisting in multifactorial decision-making processes . In SAD, functional activity of the parietal

lobe is increased , disrupting PRECUN activity . In GAD, functional connectivity in the supramarginal and posterior

superior parietal lobe is likewise aberrant during the processing of emotions .

Some congruent structural changes were reported in many of the selected studies in the parietal lobe of patients with an

anxiety disorder. More precisely, some studies report an increase in CTh in the right parietal lobe , while others

observe an increase in GMV in the left PRECUN  or a decrease in GMV in the right PRECUN . Authors from

another study reported a decrease in WMV in the SMG and in S1 , while others observed GMV anomalies in the SMG

 and decreased GMV in S1 . Finally, an increase in the GMV of structures of the psPC and piPC were pointed

out across studies .

The regions of the parietal lobe that experience functional and structural changes seem to be linked with the difficulties in

sensorimotor integration, attention, anticipation of others’ intentions, introspection, decision making, and emotional faces

processing observed in patients experiencing anxiety disorders. In individuals experiencing anxiety disorders, delayed

anticipation has been proposed in relationship with functional impairment of the parietal cortex . Rapid information

processing is also impaired in anxiety . Aberrant self-evaluation in the context of social situations and performances, a

common symptom in this population, can also be related to the abovementioned regions.

3. Changes in the Temporal Lobe

The temporal lobe, in particular the right temporal pole (TP), has been shown to be involved in social and emotional

processing, through the recruitment of socially relevant autobiographical memory influencing decision-making processes,

imperative for social behavior . Over direct and indirect connections between the TP (bilaterally) with the vmPFC and

AM, this region seems to be implicated in the processing of abstract social concepts, while also assisting in processes of

empathy, understanding others’ emotional state, interoception and adaptive behavior . This explains the link

between structural abnormalities of the TP area and changes in emotional regulation, affecting social behavior .

The processing of negatively charged emotional information has been shown to be related to changes in the inferior

temporal gyrus (TG), likely due to the impact of visual responses in social stimuli and emotional faces processing . A

pattern of inferior TG hyperactivity has been observed in imaging studies, with participants experiencing SAD when

submitted to a trigger such as public speaking . Together with the middle TG, the left inferior TG plays an important role

in language processing, semantic memory, visual perception and integrating sensory input . The fusiform gyrus (FuG),

a neighboring region, is linked to social information processing , particularly facial expression recognition with the lingual

gyrus (LG) . In SAD, emotional face processing is impaired, showing the link between anxiety disorders and

structural and/or functional alterations in the FuG, as well as the parahippocampal gyrus (PHG) .

A number of the selected studies considered also reported structural changes in the TP in individuals experiencing forms

of anxiety . Some studies reported a decrease in GMV in this region bilaterally , others an increase in GMV

 or an increase in CTh  on the right side only. Authors of two studies also reported structural adaptations in the LG

of SAD patients, with one reporting an increase in CTh  and the other an increase in GMV . Some of the selected

studies also investigated structural alterations in the FuG of people with an anxiety disorder. One reported an increase in

CTh , while others observed increased GMV uni- or bilaterally . Some studies described increased GMV in the

inferior and middle TG , and decreased GMV in the superior TG  of patients experiencing forms of anxiety. Finally,

authors of another study found that the left PHG gyrus of SAD patients had an increase in GMV compared to healthy

controls . The structural changes described above can be seen in ROIs with a role in social behavior, emotional

processing and interoception. Likewise, these regions have been linked to empathy and the integration of language and

visual processing. This relationship between functional regions and the anatomical adaptations they undergo in anxiety

disorders helps us to understand the origin of aberrant social and emotional processing in these populations.

4. The Insular Cortex and Interoception

The insular cortex (INS) plays a pivotal role in evaluating, experiencing and expressing internal sensations , and

consequently, in the modulation of interoceptive thoughts . Patients experiencing anxiety disorders with aberrant

interoception over-identify potential social threats. They seem to present INS hyperactivation when presented with a

stressor , thus reinforcing their initial anxiety response and initiating a vicious circle. This pattern of hyperactivation

seems to contribute to further structural changes, such as the loss of CTh , which in part explains the

chronic aspect of anxiety disorders.
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5. Amygdala and Related Circuits

The AM and the pregenual portion of the aCC are implicated in the modulation of intrinsic and extrinsic emotional

processing, directly affecting the perception of self, others and decision-making events related to social interaction,

through a process of reciprocal inhibition . In addition, the right AM—hippocampus (HPC) circuit seems to be

imperative for the representation of conditioned fear, modulating behavioral responses to perceived threats, playing a

crucial role in the modulation of the HPA axis . In individuals experiencing disorders of the anxiety spectrum, a

hyperactivation of this system is associated with exacerbated systemic responses to perceived threats, leading to an

elevated release of cortisol and consequent structural degradation .

It seems realistic to expect structural changes in the AM and HPC in patients experiencing a chronic state of anxiety. Still,

case-control studies report no significant anatomical changes in these structures in patients diagnosed with anxiety

disorders, compared to healthy controls , as has been replicated with voxel-based morphometry in another

study . Nonetheless, other studies still reported increased CTh in the right aCC , decreased total volume of the

HPT , and decreased GMV in the left aCC , THA , right AM  and HPC , likely indicating that

cortical systems involved in threat consolidation, perception and response are more prone to neuroanatomical changes

than the AM itself.

In the case-controlled study by Syal et al. , regions that report a loss of CTh are directly interconnected with the AM .

Decreased connectivity between the AM and the inferior TG, which, as seen before, undergoes structural changes , is

linked to the aberrant processing of negative social information in SAD patients . Moreover, circuitry abnormalities have

been reported in the limbic system in patients with GAD , in the occipital cortex  and the TP . This

presumably implies that a greater fronto-temporal circuit is involved in these behavioral responses, with the AM

contributing to processing but also acting as a “hub” for this system. Nodal centrality in networks involving the AM seems

to be abnormal in patients experiencing SAD, contributing to this hypothesis .

6. Conclusions

The link between changes in the neuroanatomy of brain regions and the related impairments manifested in people with an

anxiety disorder are highlighted. Deficits in emotional processing affecting social behaviour in patients with an anxiety

disorder were related to the structural modifications encountered in the dlPFC, TP, SMG, inferior TG, aCC and HPC of

patients with an anxiety disorder. The dlPFC, the parietal cortex and the aCC, involved in attention impairments in people

going through an anxiety disorder, can be linked with neuroanatomical changes in patients with an anxiety disorder.

Deficits in self-awareness and self-evaluation experienced by people with an anxiety disorder have been put into relation

with structural abnormalities in the PCUN, TP, INS and aCC in patients with anxiety disorders. In addition, structural

changes found in the vmPFC, TP, inferior TG, FuG, LG and PHG of patients experiencing an anxiety disorder can be

linked with their function in social cognition and behaviour, impaired in people with an anxiety disorder. Finally, structures

involved in decision-making and planning, such as the dlPFC, SMA, PCUN, TP and aCC, were showing structural

adaptations in patients with an anxiety disorder, highlighting the impairments those people experience with this function.

Some of the subcortical structures and cortical areas that sustained changes in patients experiencing mental health

issues in the anxiety spectrum — such as the lateral and posterior parietal cortices, PFC, inferior TG, and superior FG —

are involved in more complex networks (i.e., the Default Mode and Fronto-Parietal Networks), which are in turn playing a

role in the expression of social behaviour. Therefore, in addition to investigating separate structures and circuits, this

paper raised the need for future research to assess neuroanatomical changes in more global networks to better

comprehend interactions.

Further research focusing on neuroanatomical adaptations in people experiencing anxiety disorders could facilitate

diagnosis, and evaluation of treatments efficacy. The development of a screening based on structural neuroimaging of

targeted ROIs could also, to a certain extent, lead to the implementation of prevention measures for people experiencing

trait anxiety.
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